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.CHAPTER- IV 

THE THEORIES·OF NIRVIKALPAKA. PRATYAKSA IN 

NYAYA,,VAISESIKAAND NAVYA NYAYA 
• 

. . . 
It is already known to us that Gautama's siitra (NS 11114) on perceptual 

kno~iedge .states that perception (praty~qa) is that cqgnition (jniina) which is . · 
. . . 

due to sensory contact with the. object (intriyarthasimnikar$otpanna) and which 

·is nori~linguistic· (avyapadesya), ·certain. (vyavasayiitmlikii) and non~deviating .· 

from the object (avyabhfcarfn). According to· Vatsayayana and his followers this 

sutra states only a definition and no· divisi(m of perceptUal knowledge while 

according to ·others it repr~sents .both ·a definition and a division. The first 
. . 

interpretation asserts that all the words in the sutra except that for · the 
. . ·. . 

definiend~ (perception- pratyak~a) are constituents of the defmiens. But the 

~econd int~t],retation treats only three out of these five as c~nstituents of the. 
. . 

· defmitms, the othet two, namely, 'mm~linguistic·· (avyapadesya) and 'certain'· 

( 'ryavasayatmiika) as indicative of a. division. The defmition; in whatever way it 

is viewed; is basically a causal definition though it does not enumerate the c'ausal· 

conditions eXhaustiveiy. The ·causal factor that is mentioned in the definition is· 

sensory contact with the object. But such a contact can generate· not only a 
. . . . 

cognitive sta.te but also an affective state in appropriate circumstances. Hence? . 

·the word. 'cognition,' is vecy much necessary for the definition. In the preceding: 

. ·s~tra Gautama has 7~illnerated the varieties of ~o~ledge (prama) inclu4ing the 

perceptUal variety. Truth which is necessary for kiJ.owledge seems to have been 
. . 

represented by the word . 'non-deviating' (from the object) in Gautama's 

definition of perception. This avowedly· forms a part also of the definitions .of 

other varieties of kriowledge and is not anythi~g exclusive to the definidon of 

perceptual knowledge. 
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The word 'certain' that is to be taken as a part of the definition has been 
. . . . . . . . . : . . 

·incorporated to exclude doubt, ~s doubt. is characterised not" by certainty but by 

oscill~tion b~~een opposing_ positions. Doubt can be eliminated even if this . 

. component is not incorporated by ~tipulatmg _that Strictly speaking it is deviating· 

.. from· the object in respet of. the false· aitemative i:nvolved in· doubt. Alternatively, 

if 'sensory contact' as occurring· in ihe definition is understood as contact with' . 

~y of. the . five . external sense organs, then if doubt is held to be necessarily 

mental as some philosophers hold and thus not due_ to such a contact there would· 

. be noneed to introduce the· word 'certain' to exclude doubt.· 

The word 'non-linguistic' has been interpreted by some as useful for 

excluding what is usually referred to as ubhayaj fiiina (a cognition which is . 

produced by the ·dual factorS of sensory contact and testimony). Supposing ,. that 

a person is. p¢rceptually aware of the features of a perceptible object but is not . 

conversant ·with the "'ord· ~or its kind then on the basis· of the testimony· of 

anoth~r to the effect that the object is an X he.may come to know the object as 
. . . 

·perceived in that situation as an X. "Such knowledge is thus due to two sources of· 

sensory contact and testimony. Since the presupposition of the defmition is that 

perceptual knowledge is not. ·due to testimony,·. the component · under . . . 
>-

COnSideration Jooks Useful. for excludiflg such knowledge produced by dual 

sources as noted here. 

Many philosophers ·do not ho~ever accept the thesis ·of ubhayajajfiana1
. 

They interpret the component 'non-linguistic' in the defmition as indicative of 
. . 

refutation of the theory according to which every cognition takes its rise as 

wrapped up in language. Linguistic clothing; of cognition, according to the 

Naiyayikas, is rtot ~ssential for perception even though such a relatio~ship may 

. appear to be obvious for other varieties of cogt1ition. Thus, the usefulness of the 

component as intrinsically non-linguistic in . character. The implication then is 

that the component has not been _inserted to secure an act of exclusion which a 
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component normally performs in a definition. Later interpreters of the siitra thus 
·. . . : . . . ·. . : .. 

treat only 'the' three words 'co~itio~·· due to sensory. contact with the object' . ~ml. 

'n~ri-deviating'. They .do. not take the remaining two words. 'avyapade(ya' 
. . 

··(translated ·so far. a~ . 'non-lin~istic) and vyavasayatmiika translated ·.so· far as 

~cenain ~) as. componen~s , of the. definition~ The two words under reference.· are· 

thus· :interpreted by _these philosopohers as . ·representing· a division into· 

uindetemiinate (nirvikalpaka) . and.·: .determinate (savikalpaka) varieties of 
. . 

perc~ption~ The proposal was explicitly floated in th~ Nyaya -tradition first by 

Vac~spati . in Tatparyatika ~rid .later supported . by Gange5a in the 

Pratya~akhanda of ~s Tat(\Jacintiimani and also by ViS'vanatha in his Vrtii. 2 
· 

But the interesting;. poin~ to · be noted here is that . ·neither Gautama ri_or 
. . .. 

Vatsyayana has spoken of this distim~tion anywhere in their works: Therefore, · 

· the thesis of ~irvikalpaka · is not a theory of the masters. It is thus natural· to 

slipp.ose that it has been smuggled into Nyaya from the work of the sister system 
' . . . . . . 

. of Yaise~ika .. It seems. to u_s that the theoty has . actually' been borrowed from 
. . . 

PraS'astapada.3 The theory. was ably defended and greatly developed by Gangesa 

within the backdrop ofth~ system_ofNavya:Nyaya propounded by him. But I_am 

· ~fraid that.Gaiigesa. differs from Prasa~tapada in si~ific~nt r~spects. This will b~ · 
· clear as we proceed; · .. 

Prasastapada Writes about the causes and types of perception after_ giving . . , .. 

his deflniti~n,.of perception: . Whlle·· dealing. with perception ·of substances he 

:mentions that ·the external substance can be perceived by ·the visual sense organ 

ot by the sense organ of touch only. Such perception is possible in respect of. 

substances (which are wholes . consisting of parts, have. ipterm.ediate magnitude 
. . . .• . . . . 

·(neither atomic ·.nor infinite-), and have colour as a property) provided that there 

are the common general causes ·and also the threefold contact between four 

things (between self and manas, manas and the sense organ, and the sense organ 

and the object). If these merely are the causes in respect of an act of perception,· 
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such perc~ption. cannot be . anything other than mere a~quaintance . 
. , . . . . . . . . . . 

Prasastapa~a' s own word .is 'svarupti-aloctina-ma.tra ', . the component 'aloe ana ' · 

of~is ·expression being synonymous with 'grahana' __ and· thu~ the compound is 
. . . 

tre(lted ·as. equivalent to '~arupa-grahana-matra' ,by Sridhara.4 B4t though the . 
• • . • • • • • • . ! • 

. · .. 

factors noted here ~e ,~~ffici(mt for such ·a type·of acquaint~ce these ~e.merel~ 

riec,essary for a different . type of perception ·which he refers to as involvin.g a 

vi~e~a1Ja for ~hich these factors and their product, i~~- , this acqu~intance itself . . . . . . . 

t.ogether constitute .the sufficien.t comlition. His ·own word for su~h a perception 

is 'vi5e~arza-apelqa '. As we are not giving any causal· interpretation to the 

component 'apelqq ', the compound is being treated as 'involving vi5e§al}a ', i.e., · 

in the sense .·that the :substance the perception is about is held ·as."'possessing. 

something·as its attribute or vi5e!ana'. Since such a perception is distinct from 
.. . . . . . •. .. . 

. ·.the earlier :variet)r "this. element of vi5e~a!la qua . epistemic vi5e~a~a is absent 

· ·there. Therefore,· the phrase . ,·mere . acquaintance' ( 'svarupalocana

matra '/'svarupagrahana-matra ') does not stand for perception of the substance·. 

· as having. s~mething- as . its character or m~k, although these figure in it · as 
. . . . . . . 

discrete. objects. 1bis vanety of perception has later come to be known as 
. . . . . 

rilrvikalpaka and ·the . other type as savikalpaka.. · But though Prasastapada 

himself has not used these "words it is clear· that he was able to draw the . 
~. ~ . . 

distinctio:q in its essence. This· ·will be. clear· if we co~s\der Prasastapada's · 

examples of perception ofthe vi5esana-ape~a type. 

Pra5astapada gives us six examples of cognition involving vi5esana. 

(i) (This) substance (drvyam) exists (sat). 

(ii) (This) is earth( en} (prtht'vi) 

(iii) (This) has horns (vis any 
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(iv) .(This is) white ({ukla) 

·.· (v) (This is) a cow (gau) 

(vi) (This) is.moving (gacchati/. 

. . . 

(Our representation of. the. examples is based Vyomasivacarya's 

interpret~ti~n ).5 

. . 

In all these cases something is taken to be a character of ~omething else . 
. · . .· 

In (i) this character is the · univer~al of existence which is called samiinya 

(general) in the sense .that this i~ common to every such thing that can .have. a 

universal in it. C~ses -(ii) an~ (v)' are e~amples of cognition· wh~re also a. 
. . . . . . . 

universal is taken to be a character of something. The universal 'involved h~re in 

.. these two cases is not such that it is common .to eve:rjrthing that can have a· . . . . . . . 

universal in it, s~ce everything does not belong to the class of earthen objects or 

·to that of COWS. This type of universal is called· visesa in the sense that it lS 
. . . . . I . 

specific to a given . group of things ani ls n~t. present in others. In (iii) what 

appears as the at4ibute, ontologicaJly speaking, is not a universal but a. pair of 

horns-which are substances and hehce·particulars. In (iv) the character is_a given· 

colour and that -in (vi) is action. These two characters, being properties are thus · 

to be regarded as particulars and not as universals. 

. . . . . . . . . . / - . . . . . 
, . We have noted above that accordmg to Prasastapada the perceptiOn of the 

. . 
. . . 

visesana-apeka .. type (sai>ikalpakaptatyaksa) is caused by svarupa~aloctina-. ·- . . . . 

matra (nirvikalpakapratya~a). He has .not however given us examples of the 

different nirvikalpaka perceptions. corresponding to the examples ofthe different 

nirvikalpakti perceptions corresponding to the examples of the foriner (the six 
. . 

cases from (i) to {vi) we have been discussing). In our rendering of the examples 

which we have tried to make idiomatic we have used English words within 

parentheses showing them in ·the subject position although except of (i) in the 
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corresponding Sanskrit sentence there are no separate words for .them. 

Nevertheless,. w~ ass~~~ that what is being asserted by those sent~n~es ~ay be 
. .. . . 

-.represented iri the. way we have done to give them a look of idiomatic . 

· exp~e~siops·in Englis~. Prasastapada;s examples underrefe;renc~ are examples of 

cogriitions involving" ~-.predicational structure as the vi§esana is taken as .related 
. . . . . . . . 

to some vi5e~a of subject. I have indicated what figures as. vije~ya by using 
. . 

words with~ parentheses. though in Sanskrit this is indicat~d by the use of. the 

. ~ord for th_e vi.Se§Ya with· appropriate _nomi~lal suffixes tised in· accordance with 

. the appropriate syntactical niles. Given that there "is a vi.Se§Ya in each of such 

·examples and that we·are not in error here~ we can legitimately enquire about the 
. . . . ( . . . . 

nature and. contents_ of.the nirvikalpaka cognition for each of the. examp.les. ·Let · 
. . 

us first consider ·the first example. 
. . 

(Thi~) substance eXists (sat drvyam) 

· niis. example is different from all others in that we have here two words 

in the Sanskrit sentence. The first word (sat) in it has been interpreted as. 
. . . . 

. standing for the vise~mJa. It is thus also supposed that the. other word stands for 

the subject or the viSejya. As this is an example of perception we further suppose 

that the perc~ption is about a single specific object. .This fact h~~ been indicated 

by us in out translation by the· use of the demonstrative pronoun 'this' within 

parentheses. But the word 'dravya' (substance) expliCitly u~ed by Pras~stapada 

· for the vi.Se§ya (subject) sug~ests that it has been represented as a thing identified · 

b:xthe property of substance-hood. In later Nyaya s:u~h a property is· described as 

vise~yatii-avacchedaka-dharma ( deliminiting propertY .for subject-hood). It is not 

clear from Prasastapada's writing whether such a property is also to b~ treated as 

a viSe~an; It cannot however be a viSe~ana as distinct from upalalgana (as per 
. , . . . . . . . . . ,. 
their definitions by Gangesa).6 But it is surely a prakara that is often taken as 

. . 

vi.Se§alJa. If it .Is a vise§al:Ja then like the other property (i.e. satta or· existence) 

which is clearly a vise§ana it .should also figure in the preceding nirvikalpakQ 
~ . . 

perception as a discrete content along with the thing (substance) arid the other 
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. prop~rty (existence). ·But there IS no clear statement m this respect m the 

literature that.~ay ~erve as the guide. for tis. 
. . . . . . 

· In Pn1sastapada's work alt"the six_exainpl~s have been repres~nted. by· a 

. ·single Sanskrit-"sentence (Satdravyam Prthivi~zstini sukl~h gaur gae:hati) which. 

h~s been tnmslated by.-us by six different •independent sentenc~s in English. If 
. . 

the word·' drvya, is taken ~s the -vise~ya ·word also In resp·eci of the othe~ cas~s, 

the .frr~t ·example will not ·be· different .fr<;>m- the ·othe~ ones in· this respect. 

Following the commentators we have however treated the remaining examples 
. . 

as distinct from the first. one by treating· them as single worded sentence i~ as 

much as the w.o~d 'dra-vya, is not taken as part of these sentences, although the 

subject of such sentences,· ontologically speaking, is actUally a substanc~. But if 

the other interpretation.{i.e.· the word 'dravya' be taken :as the word f~r the 
. . 

. viSe§ya) is. accepted then .if substance-hO(>d is taken as a prakfzra ( ~nd therefore 

. al~o as a vise§aJ]a ) in respect of the vise§ya in question ( it does not matter what . . . - . . . 

the major vise~al}a. i;, that" is," whether it a universal or substance or . quality or 

action), the. preceding nirvikalpaka would have, for its discreate contents, that 

specific substanc.e, substam~e-hood, and the major vise§"af!a (which is a universal 
. . . . . . . . . . 

in respect of the first an.d also in respect of the second _and fifth examples and 
. . ' . . 

which is a particular inre~ect of the remaining ones). 

If the word 'substan,ce' not taken as representing the vise§ya in .these 
. . . ' . . . 

ex&mp~es then, the preceding cognition is abo?t the referent of the word . 'this' 

. used by us within parentheses in our translat~on. The referent, although an 

individual substance, does not figure as something as having the property of 

substance-hood and the respective other contents figure as contents as pertaining 

to the vis~§ya in question. 

As the cases oth~r than the first, second and the fifth are such tha_t the 

vise§w;za . .:.s ·involved in them are not universals, the perception of svarupa-

alocana-matrt_l type, if it is to be supposed to be· operative as a ~ause here, must 
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b~ about discrete. objects, namely, about.the vise§J'a.(referent of the word 'this') 

and the. yise§a1Ja concerned. which ·also is a ·particular .. As this particular is 

sub~tarice (a pair of horns)· in c~se of ("(This) has ·horns"), a quality .(white· 
. . 

... colour) in case of ("This) ·is. white") and motion is (''(This) is moving"), thes~· 

particulars· are. ;not without a universal· although thi~ universal does not inhere in. 

the . s~bj ect or the ~ise~a bu,t inheres "in the vife~m;za. which is distin:ct from. it, 

· 1berefore, tllis. universal ~also must ~gu:re as content m .the preceding cognition. 
. . 

· But the question is whether in this preceding congition this universal is taken to . . . 

. be ·a property of the viSe~alja; If.tll~s is tlle case then tllis preceding cognition is· 
. . . ·. . . 

not an instance of mere acquaintance of svarupa-alocana-matra as the vise~aiJa 

and its· universal which are its· contents are to· be understood as related. The 

preceding cognition may however be treated ·as mere ·acquaintance in whicli tllat 
. . - . . . . 

vise§al}a (which is a particular) and its universal titiire as discrete contents along 

with the vise~ya of· the _cognition. in. the . example. Such a position cannot 

however be· maintained if the vise§ ana -apeksa- perception as represented in 
. . . . ·. . . . . . . . . .. 

PraSastapada' s. examples is ~- case of what has come: to be known. in later Nyaya . 

·as a case of vis~sta-vaisi~tya-avagahi-buddhi . 

. A cognition of this t)'pe is mie in which the vise~a1Ja in respect .to the 

vise§Ya·. is taken . as· qualified by some further vise§arza, for example, in 
. . . 

Raktadandavan purzqa~ (Th~ person has a red st1ck (in his h~nd), the main . 

vise§ana here·being. the stick which again is taken as a red one," that is taken as 
. . . . . . . . . . . 

related to red. colour. It . is here ·stipulated that such a composite cognition. must 
. . . . 

be causally due to a cognition which.is not hbout discrete contents but ·actually 

about some of the contents as related, ·in the· example cited the preceding . 

cognition "is about the stick as red, the red colour (which is a limitor ·of 

· vise§anrpa) .: figuring as the prakara in r~spect of the stick. Hence~ if 

Pnisastapada's exampl~s (iii), (iv) and (vi) are treated as cases of such co~posite 

cognitions, these should be taken as due to a simpler vise§a1Ja -apeks_a-jiiana 

about the pair of·honis as related to the universal of bein~ a hom, about the 
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white colour as related to its specific universal and about motion as related to its 
. . . : . . 

tini~e.~sal -~ respective cases. It seerris to us that this w~s: not perhaps the 

·illustration .of the perception ~f vis~~~'!; -ape~a tYPe which he appru;ent(y takes 

··to ~e. <lirectly due to iTI~re-acqu~intance variety of perception. We can aiso .put 

. forWard ·some other arguments' ag~inst the h)'p~thesis under· reference. . . 

· · · The- 4ypothesis of vifista~vaisistya-avag~hi~buddhi stipulates that the 
. . . - ~ . . . . . 

· cognition ·immediately .. precedi~g · the perception in the ·examples ·under· 
. . . . 

·Consideration {that is, .in the third, ·fourth arid·· sixth cases) is. about the thing 

. figUring in· the later cogrution · as the vise~atza but" as related to its specific 

universal an4 perhaps also along with the vise§Ya which is a substance as a 
. . 

discrete content "in it. If th~t substance figures .also as a· qualified· content in it 
. . . . 

there will be .. no logical difference. betw~en the two . perceptions. and the 
. . . . . . 

hypothesis wpill also be open to the charge of infinite regress .as the preceding 

· perception like the origfual one ·shall have to be taken to be due ·to a similar 
. . . . . . 

perception. It niay thus be held that this preceding perception is about that· 
. . . 

. . substance as ~ discrete·content but also about the vis~§ana as· characterised· by 
. . . . . . . . . . 

its own universal. . Alternatively, it may . be maintained that · this. previous 

perception is only about. this relational complex involving 1he ~ise§ana and the 

universal and. not about the substan~e as· a discrete unrelated content. But this. is· 
. . . . 

: ·not acceptable as P~asastapada stipulates that the substance figUres as the content 

. · in· the two perceptions to be taken as causally .related of :which the perception 
. . 

. : taken as the .cause is a mere acquaintance only, Thus, we shall have to consider. 

whether the. perception acting as the·, cause in respect of the .. final vise§a~Ja ·

apeksa cognition is all about discrete contents or not. If it is about the vise§yil-• . . 

substance . buf not understood as ·related to the vise§a1}a and . also about. the 

yise§af}a -complex involving the vise§a~Ja as . characterized by its universal we 

· shall have to. assume that the viSe~ya~ substance figures as a content also in a 

preceding third. perception in which the vise§Ql}Q and its universal are to be . 

supposed to figure only as .discrete contents along with the substance if all the 
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contents of the earliest perception although they would differ in respect of the 
. . . . . : . . . . 

~ontents. of the • interm~diate perception .. But. it .will be. difficult to tak~. this 

earljestperception.as the-~ause of the perception_"in the cited exat.nples as it\vill 

. be -a remote and not ~ immediate· antecedent m respe(!t of it. Therefore, it should 

. be supposed that. the. sub'stance figures ~s a. content . ~i~o in. the . mtermedlate. 

· ' ·. p~rception and thtis there will be no difference between the first and the secoild · 
. . . . 

alternatives. But it will be difficult to tak.e this · earliest ·perception as the cause of· 
. . . 

. . the perception m the cited examples as. it wil b,e ·a remote arid not an immediate 

. ·antecedent in respect of it.. Therefore, it" should .be supposed that the substance 

figures as a content also in the intermediate perception and thus there will be no 

· difference ~etween the ·first and the second alternatives. But the postulation of 
. ' . . . . . 

. . this· interm~diate perception will in any case be.~ unnecessary duplication of 

· causes in. respect of the· original. perception in the examples as it is supposed 
.. · 

· here that both the earliest and the intermediate perceptions· are causes. Hence,. 

the intermediate perception may be · dropped from the ~ausal process, :the 

necessary implicati6!J being .tiu1t Prasastapada's examples are not cases of· 

vislfta-vaisi~tya-avagahi ·~ognition and also that th~ perception to be tak~n as the 

cause are about all the three,._namely, the substance (viie~a), the·v{se§_alJa .and 

. its universal· as discret~ contents.· This cari also be claimed. to be consistent with 

. the principle ofnon-delay (avilamba) in the rise ofeffect. . 
. . . . 

. In support of such a position we cap· further saythat the perception of 

discr~te content~ has been ·claimed by Pnisastapada not only as a cause but also 

as pramar:a in respect of the cognitions cit-ed by· him in his examples·. If the word 

'ptamaY}a ' stands for the kiirm:za in respect of prama and if the kara1}a is 

(karana) as h~s been proposed by some, our argument does surely gain greater· 

acceptability. Let us . therefore elucidat-e this thesis ·of Prasastapada in some 

detail. 
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· It is known to all students . of Indian . philosophy that kiirana 

(iristrumental cause} is asadhariu:za {usually tr~iated ~s extraordinary) kiircrra ( 
•. · .. 

.cause), am;l.that this is take~ ~ither as the latest ofthe .conditions ·(sadh~katam~l 

... phala-ayoga-liy~acchin~~) ~r as a condition (zyaparavat) that produces the 

pb~nomenon. ln que·sti~n by producing. somethiilg Which also ads as a C~lUS~ ·in . 

respect of the phenowerion.: . The first . position . is very old and held . 'by .. 

. ·philosophers . of. different. schools . while the second .one is of later innovation 
. . ~ . . . . . . 

. made.by the.philosophers belonging to the modem school ofNyaya founded by 

Gangesa~ The causal C()ndition which is the .latest to arise for the product,ion of 

·an effect camiot be more than one and in that sense it is ·an asiidharana or extra-

. ordinary. causal condition. Similarly, something that· produces an effect by 

produc~g ati intermediate ~ing which .also is. a cause for the ·same thing is an 

t?xtra<;>rdinary causal condition, as this . intenriedia~e· thing occurring the effect 

necessarily takes. place. In fact,· this intermediate thing is mostly,· though.not 

always, the kiirana ·also according ·to.· the first interpretation. A philosopher 
. . . . . . . . 

· should have th~ :freedom to choose any of the tWo stipulations and· may indeed 
. . . . . . . . 

use one in ~>ile conteXt ~d the other in another c~ntext. In out present. context 

the nirvikalpa~ cognition is held by Prasastapada?s terminology).7 Supposing 

that . the . perception 'in· his. examples are cases of prdmii or knowledge, this . 

condition is· then also to be called. a pramiina in the sense of being the kiirana of· 

pr,ama. But. the interpretation that is. being followed ~?.ere is clearly the frrst one . 

. · If some philosopher chooses, ~s Gange~a does, to follow the vyapar'ayat ' 

model· of interpretation the nirJfkalpaka cannot be regarded as such a causal · '· 

· condition, that . is, as the kiirana of pram~ The factor that . produces an 
·. . " . . . 

. . . . . 

· intermediate thing which along with that factor produces the qualified cognition 

· will be such an extra-ordinary· ca~sal condition .. Gangesa takes the sense organ · 

as a causal condition. Gangesa takes the sense organ as a causal condition that 

produces the qualaified cognition by producing the contact with the object which 

also is ne~essary for -that cognition. Hence, acc~rding to the· second stipulation 
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about the concept_ of karana it. is not the nirvikalpaka but the sense ~rgan which . 

. is to he regarded as the karti~a . and als<> th~_pramii1Ja in respect of the qualified 

. perception.· It may be noticed here that the sensory contact. is not the i~t (i.~., .·the 

latest) of the .. conditions ·to generate ·the. qu~lified cognition,' .for unl~~s that . 

''' '' contact o'ccurs' arid thus. obtains the. nirvika!paka 'also cannot occur fo~ producing 
. . . . . . . . . . . 

the. qualified cognition: The intermediate factor, if the nirvikalpaka is not to be . . . . . . ' 

. so ·regarded. in this .context, is ~en riot. the latest (sadhakataina/phal~--ayoga-
vjavachinna) condition. If, however; the niriJikalpaka itself ·is taken as the karya 

(effect} the sensory_ contact can be regarded as the -latest condition.- Cle.arly there 

is some ambiguity ·here as nirvikalpaka itself may be regarded as such. an 

intermediate factor with reference to the later cognition in as much as it is caused 
. . . . . . 

by ~e sense organ and also causes the qua~aified cognition. Such an ambiguity is 

however absent in the first stipuhition as no two conditions can be called karaiJa 

according to.· this stipulation: Therefore, if this stipulation is to _be preferred for 

this reason, it will 'certainly be a matter of greater justification to treat, as the. 
' . ' 

· . Vaise~ikas .d~,_ the n~niikalpaka as the kara'!a ·and also as the pr~ma'!a in respect 

.of$e yiSe§ana -apekfa cases ofper~eption.8 
: . 

This Vaise~ika strategy- was· carefully· avoided by ·Gangesa and his 

followers who denied that a· cognition can b_e lcara!Ja · jn respect· of perception 

though ~uch karana in respect of non-perceptual cognition is necessarily soine . . . . . . 

cognition or other. In fact this thesis has been utilised by them in the formulation 
. . . . 

of the definition of perception as~ cognition the karcu;za in respeCt of which is 

s.omethin~ othet · than a ·; cognition (i.e. · as jifanaakpra'la kar'aiJa ). These 

philosophers do 'not however deny that the nirvikalpaka.is a cause'(kara'Ja) of 

· the vise1ana -apekfa perception. But they will admit its necessity only as a 

condition in the role. of cognition of the vise§al}a which itself is not a argument 
. . . 

for admitting the nirvikalpaka. · 

. Prasastapada himself asserts that though the vise§a1Ja -apek~a congition is 

due to' the ntrvikalpaka this nirvikalpaka . does not owe its origin to any 
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cognition whatsoever.9 In thi& sense, as the commentators mention, the 

nirVz1calpaka. is the s1mplest and· ultiffiate .cognition of the· vise.ya'!a , · bemg .itself 

not. qmilified. io Bu~· ili~ ntrvikalpaka is something more for Pras~tapada ~d his· 

follower~ .. Accordi~g to them jf tli~ ·qualified perception· i~. true ~d is· prama 

then, ·.a:s has be~n noted by us. e~Iier, this per~eptioil must be. due to the efficacy 

of the niryikalpaka ·without which the resultant perception ~~mid not have been a 
. . .. . 

. true cognition, that is, an instance of prama; 

The thesis of paratal}]ira~an)ia( ext:rlnsic validity) .. in respect. of origin . 

. of prama~ya as developed in Navya Nyaya stipulates that the truth. in respect of 

a perceptual cognition is due to a factor which is other than the factors that 
. . 

produce this: cognition qua a perceptual cognition. Thus, an ill~sory perception 

or a yeridical one is equally due to sensory contact.. But .if it is a case of veridical. 

perception it is due to c~ntact \Vith .a thing ·(the vise~ya) which does. actually 

. have the property/feature in it . that appears as the. ViSe§OfJG in the qualified 
. . . 

cognition.11 Thisfeature of.the sensory contact is called guna in Sanskrit which 
. . . . . . . . . 

. m~ans a (me}itori~us) quality as opposed to. defect or dosa.: But in. a. sense, this. 
. . . . •. . 

is arguing in a circular way. Truth of the cognition c~ns~sts in the vise§ya thing's. 
. . 

possessing the vise~aiJa. Thus, if the glli)a in question is so formUlated that it 

presupposes this (ln stating th~t the. req~ired sensory contact ~ith the object is . 
. . 

actually contact with_ a thing that must have the viSe§a!!a in it), the Navya Nyaya 

formulation of the thesis ~f paratah pramanya does not carry conviction as. an 
. . . . . . 

•. 

. explanation of the ·origin of the veridicality of perception. . . 

· . ·. Th.e Vaise~ika the.s1s that truth is ensured by the nirvikalpaka is supposed 
. ,. 

to be not inconsistent with the theory of extrinsic validity. It rather seems. to 

fare better, as it does not have the ring of Circularity around it. It may be said that 

the sensory contaCt necess~ry for the. nirvikalpaka and for. that matter also .~or 

the pratyakfa ~is actually contact with the thing which is not only the vise~ya but 

is something that does have the viSe§al}a in it. The Navya Nyaya and the 

· Vaise~ika theses do not thus substantiall~ di-ffer from ·one another. Nevertheless 
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it can be claied that . the tr:uth analysis . is not inbuilt in the thesis . of th~ 

.. nirvikalpaka which·. is defmed as ~cquai~tance of discrete contents. (svarupa

. alocana-mcitra) .. But the truth analysis is very much unbedd~d :in the gu~a thesis 

concerned (namely, viseanav,a~ise~ya$annikar~a). 

Given this subtle differenc~ of the V ~ise~ika th~~is from the . N avya .. 

. Nyaya one as mentioned here we ·can utilise it in expressing o~ preference for . 

the Vaise§ika .thesis that the nirvikalj}aka is ·the pra",n(ina, i.e, .. the karana .in· 
. . . . . . . . . ,. I • 

respect o{ Vise~ ana :..apekSa-pratya~a~irama as it does not smack of circularitY 
P' #: • ll ' .. . . . . . 

. in ·any way~. If the conditions including . the sens·ory. contact that produce the . 

nirvikalpaka are still in operation now. being aided by the nirvikalpaka itself 

. produced by them, the .cognition being produced. is not oniy perception but also 
. . . 

a,. V~ridical oile .. Wher~ the. nirvika/paKa about th~ ViSe§Of}iJ is missing, . for 

example,' in perceptu~l illusion about a thing as silver when the thing is not 

. actUally silver the resultant cognition cannot b~ an instance of prama 12 

TRUTH AS A VY ABHICARITATV A 

The words. 'true'/'false? are supposed to represent predicates applicable to 

sentences in the indicative mood. or to their meaning called· propositions, or to 

beliefs with respect to them. In Western philosophy different theories of truth· 
. ,. . . • . . . ! ... 

·have been offered under the labels of correspondence theory, coherence theory, 
. ~ ' . ·. . ... 

·pragmatism and semantic theory. Of these the first and the last ones are taken to 

. be ~cceptable theories in respect of the nature of truth. The other two theories 

·are valued not so much as theories about the nature of truth but as theories about 

the test of truth and •ar~ regarded ~nd often referred to as theories of kno\Yledge 

or ·of justification by philosophers of eminence. · The words 'true' /'false' are 

. both positive terms in appearance as one of them has not ~een formed from the 

· other by adding to it some negative particle. Philosophers in the West, however, 
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almos! invariably have treated one as .h"ving positive ~eaning and the other as 

· having its negation as its mean~g. T~ ~ bearer of truth-value. m~st belong one 

of·these tw~ values · repr~sented . by .the ~Qrds ·'true' /~·false'· and this ·view·· is. 

· ~~wn as .. bivale~~e the~n.Y. of truth .. Although rec~~t devei~pments. ·in .many~ .. 
valued logic pose thre~t to this theo~ it still commands a great following. The . . . . 

·words that will be mostly used. in· idiomatic translation of 'true'/' false' in the·. 

-i~guag~s· of India that. have .mainly descended fro~ Sanskrit are satyalmithyii.~ 
. . 

Both . these .words are pos.itive in appearance. The things. to which these words 

... may be.applied can certainly be beliefs and in an extended sense these' may be . 

applied . even to abhilapaka vakyas, i.e. to the sentences that express those 

beliefs. But these two Sanskrit words have. been used ·by many philosophers to 

refer. not simply to beliefs ~r sentences but· also to what these beliefs or 

sentences. 

. . 
THENAVYA-NYAYACONCEPTOFTHEINDIVIDUAL 

The individual inan is really a particular self delimited by a body. As 

. Navya-Nyaya philosophers hold that there· ar~ ·innumerable. selves all differe~t 

from one another, an. individ~al man has a .unique self. But as Navya~Nyaya 

philosophers ~lso accept the doctri11e of rebirth, a man in this birth may become 

an anima1 in 'his next birtli. As the self of an individual remains the same whether 
. . 

he is born as a man. ,·or as aan animal, a·human being.must have a human body. 
. ,. \" .. 

Thus, the uniq~eness, of the self cannot guarantee that the individpal is a human 
. ~ \ ·. . . . . \ . . 

. being. Thus an. individual man who is identicaJ with his self must also have a 

human body. This human body delimits the self which is neither human nor non

human:.Thus the body.is very important for an individual man. 

The self of the individual is, as we have already stated, is ubiquitous and 
. . 

all substances of limited magnitude like atoms and composite substances are in 

cont.act with it. Thus .the self of an indiyidual will be all over the earth, in the 

firemanent, in the stars, and so· on . .Yet although the self of the individual is 
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~fmitely extended yet it is the subject of knowing,. feeiing and willing, only in 

·sp. far'.as :it i~ delimited b}; ~ody. Th~s knowledge, feeling, willing do not bdo~g· 
· to._.the self. all over, but- b~long to the ~elf _only in so .far as it -is ~estricted .by the 

.. . . ... . . 

. . body. Thus, . kno~eldge-feeling, willing ·are. qualities ·of. non:-pervasive 

. occurrence (avytipya-vrtti) .. 

· . Then there is a function of the totality of all men in the creation .of the· . 

universe~ The universe is. created for the e~j~yment .or ·suffering of-hu~an 
beings. The genera( ca~ses of . the . creation of the universe· are Go·J' s · . will, 

knowledge, time, as al~othe stock of merit and denieritofthe ·individual .. human 

beings. Thus adr_~ta of. every man • is a general cause of the creation of the 

~niverse. Every individual has pa5sed through imiumerable births. and deaths. · 
. . ' . 

There· is .no first l>irth of an individual, just as there is ·no. first creation of the 

universe .. A universe is created; .endures for a long time then is lost in total 

. · dissoh.ition. Again, another universe· is ·created;. and so· the cycle of creation, 
. . . . . .... 

duration and dissolution goes on. So. also with the individual rium, with the 

:·· differe~ce that he isnot born again ifand:only-ifhe attain~ liberation in this life. 

Thus in the creation of the universe the adrasta ofmen·is as much responsible as 

_God's·will and knowledge. 

Adrfta is the special cause. of pleasure and pain of ih:e. indivi~ual, _and is. 

also.a general cause of all type of cognition and other states, 'internal or external, 

·of the individual. 

KINDS OF PERCEPTION 

According to Navya-Nyaya perceptions are primarily of two kinds : (I)' 

indeterminate _and (2) determinate. Determinate perceptions again are of two 

kinds : (a) ordinary (laukika) and (b) .special (alaukika). Ordinary perception 

. involves aepistemic relations(sannikar~a) of six kinds. Special perceptions are of 

three kinds : (i) perceptions of all instances of a universal. (ii) Perception of an 
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object by a sense-organ although the object is not a proper .object of ordinary 
. . . . ·. . . 

perception by _·that s~nse-organ. These ·two- ~nds of special percepti~n ·are· .. 

common to all men. (iii) This kind of special percepti~n is available .to only· 

yogins· who can perceive very smaii·things like atoms, distant or future things · 

. and so on. The followirig dhigtam makes._this classification of perceptions clear .... 

lndetern!inate 

. Perception · · . I .. 
detednmate · 

I 

Ordin~ perception of 
I 

S ecial 

. Things· qualities universal 

Perception of all instances 
· Of a Universal 

(A) Indeterminate Perception 

• sound ·universal 
Ofsound. 

Perception of object . 
not proper .to the. 

Sense-organ. 

. nega~ive . 
objects 

-yogtc 
·perception · 

In . ordinarY perception ·of the determinate kind we have a qualificative · 

cognition having-_ a qualificand, a qualifier and a :relation between them. For 

example, when we perceive- something as acow or something as cowness-

possessing, the thing is tl)e quali:fjcand of the perceptual cogntion,. cowness is its 
. . . . . 

qualifier and inherence is the· qualification (for,' cowness inheres in the present· 

thing). ·Now the Nyaya .argument is that_ the· qualificative cognition requires 

. coWn.ess is, he cannot know or perceive as a cow requires the prior cognition of· 

cowness. But · this. cognition of cowness which produces the determinate 

cognition c~nnot itself be a detenilinate cognition, as this will.·lead t~ an infinite 

regress; so, every determinate perception requires an indeterminate knowledge 

of cowness there is n.o kno~ledge of a relation. This indeterminate knowledge 
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has to . be perceptual, for in no other way can· one initially know cowness i~ · 
. : . . . . . . . 

isolation. 

T1tfs indeterniinate p:erceptioh ofl\Tavya-Nyaya· has some similarities-with _ . 

_what Russe~(once called'_knowledge by acqu~intance' which I?.e contrasted with 

. _knowledge by. "description. Knoweledge . by . acquaintance requires .. a direct 

relation of fu.e · object with the knower .. The Navya-NyaY.a theory of 

indeterminate perception is sirnilar to knowledge by acquaintance is the refere?t · 

of logically proper names like 'this' .. T, etc.~. according to the Navya~Nyaya 
theory that any word denotes an object or objects only under a mode" which is a . 

. . 

property of th_e object or objects. So ·a cognition involving words is necessarily a 

qualificativ~ .cognition of- an obJect _posse_ssing a property. As indeterminate 

perception is postulated to . causally explain · ·determinate ··or. qualificative · 

percept~ on, it cannot . involve any name. This indeterminate cognition· caxinot 

· · also be expressed in language, for using language is possible only when there· is 

a distinction between the meant o~ject and the mode under which it is meant. So. 

Navya-Nyaya· ·philosophers use inference to .postulate this primitive kind·of 

perception. _ 

(B.) Deteimimtte .perception. 

Determinate perception-is ·qualificative cognition the object of which is of· 

the form aRb.· When we perceive a cow classify the perceived object as a cow, 

or as cowness•possessi~g. · In this cognition the perceived . object is ·_the 
' ' 

· qua_lificand, cowness is the qualifier and inherence is the qualification. The· 
._·. \ 

· object cognized is, therefore, a qualifie4 object, but nota .fact. 

Both · indeterminate · and determinate perception reqmre_s the · 

instrumentality of sense-organs: The ·sense-organs have to . be related _·to the 

object perceived, but this relation is not merely an objectiye relation~ It may be 

described as an epistemic relation, therelation of the sense-organ with the object 

that produces the cognition. Tl:Iere are six kinds of epistemic relations 

. (sannikarfa) in ordinary perception. Thus when we perceive a jar as jamess-
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· pos~essirig, the jar is the ·object of detenninate perception .. The sense-organ of 
. . . . . ·. . . . 

vision is' relateq .to the·.· jar· epistemically by contact. When we .·percei~e the . 

. · c~,lour· of the ,jar, say,. th~ re.d ~olour, it. is the ~ol.~ur· ·which is the. object of .. 

· percepti.on.and the. sense-organ or'v'ision has to be related_epistemically to the 

. ~ed col~ur of the jar~ .. This relation is a ~hain relation ~d cannot be :a. direct 

relation. The sense-organ of vision is related to the jar . by contact and the ~ed 

colour of the jar ·inheres. in it. Hence, the :spist~mic relation between the. sense-
. . . . . . . . 

. . 

organ of vision and the red colour of the jar. is contact-cum-inherence. · . . . 

The.distinction.between·a particular and a universal is not the same as that · 
. . 

. between a thing and a quality: According to Navya-Nyaya, qualities are as 

partic~lar as the things to which they .belong. So just as there are· univ~i:sals . 
. . . . 

. inhering m things . -:' thing-univ~rsals - so also. there are. liliiversals inhering in 

qualities ~ quality.:universals. 
" 

Wh~n we perceive the ·universal of the red colour. our sense-organ ·of · 

. vision ha8 to be related to the universal of the red colour, Le. redness, in a very 

indirect relation: The eyes are in contact with the jar, the red colour inhjeres in 

the jat,' and redness inheres· in the red co lou~. Hence the epistemic relation of the 

sense-organ ~fvision to the redness is contact~cum-inherence~cu~-inherence. 

Here we rriust note tlie difference betwe~n an objective relation o.f the 

sense-oirgan to the object perceived and the epistemic relation between them. 
. . . 

. When we'perceive aj~ the· sense-organ of vision is epistemically relate.d to the . 
l' . • ' . 

jar; yet objectively the jar is r~lated to its red colour and· the red colour to· tlie 
. \• . ,. . 

universal of red colour by inherence. Thus although the jar is related to all of its 

qualities by inherenc~, when we perceive the jar we do not perceive all its 

qmilities. Thus the objective relation between the jar and its qualities does not 
. . . . . . . 

produce the perception of all qualities of thejar si~ultaneously~ It is a fact that a 

. jar is objectively related to all its qualities, but this does not mean that whenever 

we perceive the jar we perceive all the qualities of the jar. To detennine the 

epistemic relation. betweeri a sense-organ and the object perceived, we have fi~st 
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. of all to· note what object is pe~ceived,_ a thing, its colour or the 'colour 

univ~rsal~· and. then. to caiculate bl!ckward. to· the· epijteriiic. relation. So the · 
. .. . 

epistemic .relation between- the . sense~·organ and the object perceived can . be 
. . . . 

. calc.u~at~d· only.by ftrstknowirtg what object is perceive<l: .. · 

According to Nyaya , . the ~~nse-·organs are not parts of the body b~t are 

imperc~ptible ·elements (paned mahabhiita). · Thus the se~se~organ of vision. is 
. .. . . . . . . . 

the fire w~ch is located in the. ~ye-balls. ··The auditory sense-organ is the akai_a 

which is .iinperceptible and is located ·in the earhole; Ac6ordmg to Nyiiya, sound 

is a quality. of akasa which is· the. sense-organ of hearing. As a quality of akasa . 

sould inheres in it. Hence when we hear a sound the sound is related to the 

· se~se~organ of hearing by inheren~e. We may also hear the sound.:.tlnivers~l 
. . 

pr~serit in the _p&rticular instances of sound. In hearing . the sound~riniversal th~ 

sense-organ of hearing is indirectly. related to it.. s'ound inheres in the sense-. 

organ of hearing ( akiila) and the ~niversaJ . of sound inheres iri the sound ; . so th~ 

sense ... organ of hearing is related to the universal ·of sound by inherence-cum- . 
. . . . . . 

inherence .. 

. Accordirig to Na"vya-Nyaya we can perceive not merely positive objects 

Jjut.al~o ~egative objects like abs·ence.of a:jaron the· floor. Here it is necessary-to 

relate epistemically the sense-organ of vision with the absence of the har on the 
. ' . . . . . 

. floQr. First of all the sense-organ of vision is related to the floor by contact and 
. . . . . . 

the absence of the jar Is the qualifier of the floor. Hence the sense-organ of . 

vision is related to the abs~nce of the jar on the floor by the relation ofcontact-

ctffit-qual!,.f~ess. '· 

( C) Special Perception 

. · Among systems of Iridian philosophy only Navya-Nyaya admist this type 

·_of percepti~n. There are three kinds of this type of perception. 

(i) · The first kind of this type of perception is the perception of all 

instances. of a universal. ·When we perceive an elephant, we also perceive 
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ordinarily the universal elephantness .inhering in the ~lephant. These are all cases 

of ordin~ p~~ception. But Navya-Nyaya , philosophers. argue that ·by 

perceiving one elephant as possessing elephantness, we perceive in a specjal way . 

.. a~l-fnstan~e.s of.elephantness ·i.~., all ei~phant~~ pa~t,_present and.future, near and .. 
far ... 

When we. perceive one elephant, ·we· have perceived all elephants merely ·as 

· elephants·. This .is why ·when we at o~ce reco~ize it as an. elephant. · Btit 

- recognition is not possible if we :had not already known the elephant. It is the 
. . . . 

-f~t time that we are _seeing the se<;ond elephant: How can we then recognize· it· 

· as an elephant? Accordhig to Navya-Nyaya a philosophers this experience of 

recognition can -be explained only if we hold ·that by perceiving one elephant in 

the ord~ary way we have perceived in a special way. all elephants. 
. . . . . . 

. This Nyaya theory of perceiving in a· special way all instances of 

universal by perceivmg the- unive~al "in the ordinary way· in one instance. of the 

universal avoids a difficulty of the· conceptual theory. of universals. _According_to 
. . . 

this theory _we perceive a number of elephants, then .compare _and· contrast these·-

perceived. particulars and then abstract the qualities common the all of them and 
.. ·. ' ·. 

then ~eneralize to fonn· the concept of the universal· of elephant. A difficulty in 

this theory of abstract universal· is that we shall have to percdve many el.ephants. 
. . 

As· we have not yet got the universal of elephant, it· is not clear how we can be 

s11re that we .. are seeing· a second elephant. Witho11t having the universal we 

· . .caimot possibiy recognize a second .elephant as an elephant. The Nyaya. theory . 

of this kind of ·special perception explaip.s ·. how we can· recognize a second 

elephant as an elephant. Even ·when we ·perceive the first elephant w·e also 

perceive the elephant,.universal present in the first elephant. But this. perception 
. . 

· of the· universal does not ·suffice to explain our recognition of the second 

elephant as an elephant. Hence there is· the need for this special_ kind of 

perception. 
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Even though this is a special kind of perception it is coinmon. It is th~ 

ordipary actual ·cognition of the uruversal which ~cti~n~· 'as the' epistemic 

relation. The universai 'is a~fually perc~ived in the. instanc-e pr~sen,t here and_ 
. now,_:and this imiversai is. present not only in this object but in all its insta~ces. 

. . . 

-So the actual ordinary perteption · of the uni~ersal fuilction_s as the ~pistemic , 
·relation between the sense-organ· an~ all instances . of the universal. As this 

· -epistemic relation is notof ari ~rdit;tary kind, it is regarded as of a special' .kind · 
. : . . . . ' 

. (alatikika ). 

Thi:;;" kind. of spedat' perception is used in Na\!ya- Nyaya to explain the 

perception of the invariable concomittance of smoke and fire. Not one can see 

all cases of smoke, or all cases of fire. Then how can one know' as one actualiy . 

. does,_that all cases of smoke· are telated in the appropriate manner with _fire? The 

reply is tliat by seeing· one c~se of smoke, o~e- ordinarily sees smokeness which 
. - :. . . . 

·inheres ~n all instances of the smoke..:univ~rsal. In this special·sense,' on~ see~·all 
. . . 

cases of smoke~ which explains . the possibility of perceiving. the _invariable· 
. . . . . 

conconiittance of-smoke.with fire. We shall explain.later why Navya-·Nyaya-

philosophers cannot admit inductive inference.-

·. (ii) The sec.ond kirid of special perception is' the perception of' objects. by. 

asense-organ,although these objects are not the proper objects of perception by 

the sense-organ. 

As. an . example we may ·take the visual perception· of a piece of 

. sandalwood .as · fr&grant. Fragrance is~ot an object of.visual . perception. Yet 
. ·. . ' . 

. . . \ . 

when we see a piece _of sandalwood we·see it as fragrant. This is possible only 

if we had smelt the piece of sandalwood when we saw it before. It is the memory 

of the. fragrance ~hich functions as ·a very special 'kind of epistemic relation 

between the se~se-organ of visiOn and .the .fragrance. It will not do to say that we 

see the piece of ·sandalwood and remember that it is fragrant. Our experience is 

of visual perception of the piece of sandalwood as fragrant. To explain this 

experience it is necessary of postulate this kind of perception. 
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I 

There are five more different cases m which .this kind of special 
. . 

perception is tised·in N~vya~Ny~ya __ to explain.vari.ous types ofexperienc_e, (a) 

The frrst c~e ~s of recognition. We saw Devadatta before: when we see him ~ow 

. we. recognize· him: to. be that. person .. The recOgnition is perception and it takes 

· th~ form 'This ·:is that· · De~adatta;. No~ in. this· rec~guitiort the ·memory of 
. . . . . . ·. . 

' . D~vadatta whom we: saw before functions as ·epistemic relation to produce this · 

pe~ception, (b) Acc~:rding t~ Nyaya , :we_ can kno~ one_ cognition of art. object ht· · 
a: higher· order· introspective cognition. The· object· of this higher order 

·introspective_ cognition ·of _a cognition has the form 'I know the Jar'. When_.· I, 

perceive the jar I ·am aware only of the jar, but not of my perceiving it. If I have 

to -know ·my .perception -I have to perform a higher order introspective act~ This 
. . . 

·. _introspectiv~ act.has as its object the first order act. Yet the first order act cannot 
. . 

·be c~gnized· in a second order act unless ·and until the.object_ofthe first order act 

· is also cognised. · 
' I • • 

The second order act cognizes the 'frrst order act ·and also the object of the 
. . . 

. first order act~ This i~ possible only if we hold that the .object of the fi~st order . . . . . . . . . . . 

act becomes an object of the second or~er act. As the second order act is 

introspe'ction or imier perception it perceives the object of the first order act only 

· i~. so far as·. it is· cogfiized. in the first order act .. I:Iere the epistemic · relation 
. . 

. between the se~ond ·order inner perception and the object of the first order act is 

the first order act of· the cognition itself. So in. this case also· . a cognition 

.becomes _the epistemic ·relation between the inner pe~ceptio!l and. the object of 

the first order: perception. This is a:, perception of special kirid. ( c ) The third case 

of this type of· episteinic relation Is in explaining an illusory perception. When, 

for example, we :inista.k.e a piece of rope for a snake though not present here and 

now. When ~e· mistake a piece of rope for an . idea or a memory .of a real snake 

we perceive the snake which is not here and now. But how can the sense-organ 

of vision be related to a snake not here and now ? According to Nyaya, the 

epistemic .relation betweens the sense-organ of vision and the absent snake is 
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through the memory of a snake seen in·the past. Here,.too, it is a memory which 
. . . . : . . . 

~~tions ·as the episterriic relation· betWeen ~e· sen~~ .. organ' of·vision and the 

.absent ~nake .. (d) Jn·the c~e or'perception o.f a negative object, .the sen~e~org~: 
. has tobe· epistemically r~lated tof the object. For .example; wh~n we per~eive 

'th~t there is ~0 jar on the floor, we·ha~e to.kno\y th~Jar before .. This memory of' 

the. jar seen before becomes the epistemic relation. between the sense .. organ· of. · 

. vision·and the j~. we· catinot perceive s~ply ahsensce;. the absence has got to 
. . . ~ . . . . . 

. . . . . . . 

be absence of some thing. Even though'th.e·absence is before .our eyes~ the jar 

which is absent is not. Yet unless and until we can see the jar we carinot see the .. . . ._ . .. . 

absence of the jar. Here, too;. the meniory of the jar functions. as the epistemic. 

· relation between the visual sense .. organ, and the absent jar. (e) Na-vya- Nyaya 

philo~o,ph~rs hold that the meaning of ~ wor~ may be kno~ m different ways. 

9ne way is to identify an object as the meaning of<l: word based on perception of 

simil~ty ( upamiti); For exampl~, ·a forester tells a city. dwellet that a govaya is 
. . . 

similar to a cow. When· that man goes to a forest 'and perceives an animal similar 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

· to a cow he knows that the meaning of the word.'gavaya' is anyailimal of this 

kind. N'ow the. pmbl~~ is that the person has to see the similarity o.fth~· g~vaya 
which is present. and a cow which is absent.. How can one perceive the similarity 

between a present· arid ·an absent thing? Ac~ording. to Nyaya philosophers the 
perception of the similarity .requires perception of the two· objects which are 

similar. As the gavayais present there is.no.difficulty in explaining how it can 

be perceived. ~ut how can ·a~ absent 'cow be perceived?'' It' is' not ordinary 

' perception; for it is' the memory, of a cow seen before whiCh functions ~.the ' ' 
' ' ' 

epistemic r~lation between the visual sense-organ and the absent cow. So this 

perception of similarity between a present thing and an absent thing is of a 

special kind. 

· (iii) The special perceptio~ of this kind is not conuiwn to all · 

individuals but is the prerogotive of yo gins. Y ogins can 'see' small things like 

atoms, distant and past and future things which cannot .be perceived normally. 
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.But perception according to Nyaya requires an epistemic relation· betwe.en the. 
·.. . . : . . ·. . : 

. sense-·organ ~d. the object perceived; I~ .. the .case of yogic perception the 

.episte:QliC relation :is the:_special cognition in the minq -resUlting .. from ·y~gic 

exercises.· 

In all . these· three fomis of special perception, the epistemic n!hition 

·between the sense-qrgan and the obj~ctperceived is very p~culiar. In: all these 
. . .. . . 

· three cases i~ is kriowledge of a sort that functions ·as the _epist(!mic ·relation. In 

the frist case it is :the perception 0~ the universai. in ordinary way which function 

as the epistemic relation . between the. sense-organ arid all . mstances of the 

universal. In the second case it is sometimes memory and sometimes 

... mfonnative knowledge which functions as the epistemic relation. This has been ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . 

explained above· in . detail. ·In the third case it is the knowledge resultiiig. from 

yogic practices which functions. as· the· epistemlc relation between the sense~ 

organ and the object perceived. In emphasizing· the instrume~tality of. sense

organs in .all forms of perception, ordinary or special, Nyaya philosophy goes 
. . 

. · against the -yoga theory of Patanjali. :According to Nyaya a blind man cannot see 

anything even by yogic exercises. For seeing the function of the visual sense

organ is essential. Thus a blind yogic cannot see God, he can have other kinds 

of perception of God. · 

(D) False cognition· 

Now we explain the difference between a true cognition and a false 
' . ~ . 

cogfiition. aDti a: :fa:l:se oognitioo~. For this is necessary to define '· a true 
. ,. . . . \ 

·cognition'. This. may· be done by analysing a particular instance. For example, 

when we cognize a serpent as (a) serpent, this. cognition is true, while if we 

cognize a ·piece of rope as ·a serpent this cognition is. false. Now when we 

cognize truly what i~. objectively. a sefrpent as serpent-ness-possessing, then· . 
. . . 

this · cognition has the object serpentness - possess}fing serpent as its 

qualificand, and serpentness as its qualifier. Thus the cognition has two 

properties - (i) having-serpentness possessing-serpent as its qualificand, and (ii) 
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having serpe~tm!ss as its.,qualifier. As these two properties belong to the same 

cognition of a snake a~· a snake, (il) i~_said:t~ be limited by .(i). Hen.ce .a true 

cognition has. J pr~perti~~ - (i), (ii) and (iii) i~e. (ii) limited by (i)'. It i~ (iii) ~lone 
which· is .t.he defirrlng mark of the true cognition. 

. . In . the false. cognition of piece of rope as a snak~, .. there are also . 3 

properties - (a} having the piece ()f ;rope - possessing the. absence: of smikeness 

. . as its q'u:~Iific~d~ {b) having sn~keness as its;.qrialifier, ~d (c),: (b) limited. by 

(a). Ofthese 3 properties, (c) alone is the defining mark of a flase cognition: the·. ·' 

. property-~ havmg-snakeness-as its qualifier -:-::·limited by the property..:.. having

something with absence of snakeness as its qualificand. · 

The technical defmitions given. in earlier Nyaya are the following. 

Dl A co~ition having that.as its qualifier in a that-possessor is true. 

D2 . ·A cognition having that as its qualifier in. a negation-of-that -:

_possessor is flase. 

By · us.ing the relative pronoun 'that' the earlier Nyaya . philosophers 

·attempted to give a general defmition. The usual practice of earlier philosophers · 

was to elirntiiate nouns of particular definitional sentences ·by relative pronouns 
. ·.. . . . . ·. 

to achieve universality. Thus m Gangesa's accepted definition of pervasion, 

there are two pairs of relative pronouns, two 'that-which is;· in such a. case it is 

difficult to fix the reference .of which 'which' to · which· 'that'. Gangesa' s 

definition niay be translated as follows: 

. D3 Perv~sion i~ the co-presence of that with that which is not lim~t¢d by 

the limitor of counterpoisitiveness of any constant absence. co-present with 

which and excluding its counter positive. 

It will- be easier to fix the reference of relative pronouns by using 

different variables thus : 
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DJ* Pervasion is th~ co-pres,ence ~f x with y where x J.s not limited by 

.. the limitor of coUiiterpositiveness. of any. absence (z) c~-present with y and 

. exCluding its (z's) .. co~terpositive. 14 
. 

. An~ that perception ~s of two klnd~ - indeterininate and determinate. 

'That perception'· means the perception· as has been defined by Gruige;sa . 

· earl_ier. He h~s given two defmitions of perception; ~ere I explain the second ... 

defmition: 'Perception' is defined as that cognition which does not ha~e another· 

· cognition as its instrumental cause (k.6rcu;a ). An instrument~! cau~e is not .just. · 
.. . . .. 

any cause, but a special cause which has an operatiori. An operatioil is an effect 
. . 

of the instrumental cause and also a cause of another effect of the instrumental 

· cause. For example, when a·woodcutter fells a-tree with an axe, the axe is the. 
. . 

. . 

instrumental cause ofthe feliing of the tree. Its operation is the contact of the aXe 

with the tree. 15 The contact of the axe is an effect of the axe and yet this contact 

. is also a caus~· ofthe fellingofthe tree which is also an effect.offue instrumental. 

. ·cause~ Contac~ · of the axe with. the tree. is, therefore, the operation of the axe~ 
. . 

The comirig together of the axe with the tree cannot be the operation, for contact 

is the effect of coming. together and contact . is the cause of the felling of the 

.tree. Hence the coming together. is a cause of a cause of the felling_ of the tree . 

. Perception is a cognition which cannot have another cognition as its 

instrumental cause. But in various types of perception many factors like memory 

function as ·causes.· Memory is a cause, but not ·the instruniental cause;_ of 
, . 

. differenttypes of perception. · 

Gangesa has· concluded with an explanation of a secondary (introspective) 

cognition of a primary cognition of clll object. For example, if the primary 

·cognition is of a jar, the· secondary cognition is of the form 'I cognize the 
. . . . . . . . 

cognition of a jar'. G:angesa's explanation is that the cognition is pe~ceived 

·indeterminately in introspection while the cognitim1 of a jar is a determinate 

. perception. Thus the whole introspective cognition is in one part indeterminate 

and in another part determinate. Arty cognition the structure of the object of 
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whic~ is :a c~mposite ofincongruous parts, as in this cas~, is technically called a 

cognition· or"the· form 'of a half man and halflion'. This has reference to Indian 

m~~logy ~her~ the Lord Vi.~~u assillned the. form· of half a t~lan ~d half a lion, 

~-. order t~ kill the. giant H~yakasipu. So arty -~ognition . with a. composite : 

.. sttuc~e ~finco~gruou~ parts is'd~scnbed as a co'gnitioi:i ofthe·man-lionf~rm. 16 

. . . . . . 

The position of the opponent has been explained differently by differen~ · 
. . . 

· ~9rnm~ntators bf Ganges~. Rucidatta hi ·his Prakasa explains the oppone~t' s . . . 

. position as follows. Aily· cogD.ition of man-lion form is unproved because.th{m~is 

. rio Indeterminate perception; so de~erminate perception· ·is the only kind of· 
. . . 

perception.* Jayadeva Misra in his Aloka explains the opponent's position ~ 
foll<?ws. A cognition. of the nian-lion form is unproved, for determinate 

. . 

perception. being produced. by. perception cannot be regarded as a perception. at .. 

. all. So indeterminate per~eptiot?- is the only kind of perception.17
. 

Whether determina,te or indeterminate perception. be· the only klld of 

·.perception,- there cannot be any. cognition of the man~ lion form, as· heid by . - . . ~ . . . 

. ·.aange.sa·. 

. So the commentators hold that for this ·reason Gatigesa has ·begun, this 

chapter with· 'and thaL ..... ' in· which sentence . he asserts that there are two 1\inds 

of perception . - indeterminate and detemiinate. This is in response to . the 

opponent's · objection that either determinate perception or indeterminate 

perception is the only kind of perception; .. 
. . . . . 

· If both ~~etermlnate and deteniiinate ·perceptions_ be admif!ed, stiil one 

and · the same · cognition cannot be regarded as both determinate and 

indeterminate. For indeterminateness ·and determinateness are m,utually 

exclusive universals (viruddhajati) so nothing can be _an instance of both. 

According to. ·dm}gesa the introspective cognition is both determinate and. 

· indeterminate. The opponent argues that this is not possible.18 According to 

Gangesa indeterminateness and determinaterie_ss of perception are not universals 

at all, and hence not mutually exclusive universals. This is because whether a 
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perception is determi,nate or indeterminate is determined. by the object perceived, 

. ~d not by atiy property fuh~r~nt ~-the perceptions.19
. ' 

Herice determinateness· and indeterminateness of a· perception beirig 

determined by· its relatio~ to obj:ects ·are--not ~iversals and hence not niu~ally . 
; . . . . . . . .. . 

~xclusive univer~als. They ~e hnposed propertie~ (upiidhis) .. Mutually exelusi;e 
. . : . . . . . ' . . . 

impo~ed properties IllaY. ·belong ·to one. and ·the same object withm1t _any 

difficulty. This is because. universals ·classify objects· _accorditig to .their natural 

·kitlds and·hence·niutually. exclusive universals.cannot belong to the same object, . 
. . . 

for this would mean th~t the object would bel~ng to tWo different natural kinds. 

But imposed properties do not classifY objects. Hence, there is no difficulty in 

tWo so imposed properties belonging' to one and the same object. 
. . 

No. Nyiiya philosdpher, howe~er, admits thepossibility of o~e cognition 
. . 

being perceptual in one . part . and . inferential . in another. This is because, 

according to Nyaya . , . perception, . inference and other kinds of cogr}ition are 

instances . of different . univ~rsals. Thus· . being. a . perceptual cogilition . 

. ·. (pratya~atva) is one universal, and being Inferential. gnition (anumltiva) "is . 

another universal," and they are mutually exclusive. So no cognition ·can be both 

·perceptual and. inferentiaL 'But indete~inateness and _determinat~mess of 

perception are not universals; and hence· th_ere is no difficulty in one perception. 

be~g both determinate and indeterminate at the same time. . 

.· 1 ~ "Tatra ~amajatyadi-yojanarahitam vail?il?tyanavagihinil?prakarakam 

nirvikalpak~ro" Tattvaci~tamani, pratyak$a khanda, Ill 00 

Of these (two), indeterminate perception is that in which no names, · 

universals etc~· are introduced~ which is not of a relation, and which . does not 

have·~y mode: 

According to Nyiiya there is one kind of perception in which a relation · 

(between two objects) gets cognized. This is determinate perception. To cognize 
. . 

a relation between two objects is to cognize one object as the other. This is 
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fundamentally different from the Western theories that to perceive a relation is to 

perceive· a fact which i~ stated in a proposition (sentence). According to Nyaya 

even determinate perc.eption in which we cognize a relation between two objects 

c~be e~pressed by one word. For example, when I p~rceive ajar in determinate 

perception I perceive . it as . ja~ess-possessing. The expression 'possessing' 

indicates a relation between the jar and jarness. So to perceive one object as 

:possessing another object whichis called the 'property of the object' is really the 

mode (prakara) under. which the object (vise~ya) is cognized .. In dete~inate 

p~rception there is ·always a mode under which an object is cognized. . 

A determinate perception is a qua:lificative cognition the object of which 

,_· is a relational complex of the· fonn aRb. We now introduce three episteinic 

definitions : 

. Qualificand of a qualificative _cognition : a in the_ cognized structure aRb 

: is-~alled 'the qualificand of the cognition, as well .as ~the qualificand of.h'. 
. . 

.Q. Qualifer (mode ) . of a qualifl~ative cognition : .h in the cognized 
. . 

structure aRb is called 'the qualifier (niode) of. the cognition as well as the 

qualirfier (mode) of~· 

.. Qualitic"ation ora·qualificative cognition: :R in the cognized structure aRb 

is called. 'the qualification of the cognition'. 

So aRb is a complex term; not a sentence as in Western logic. It is-
. . . 

interpreted as 'a as related to b. by .R', and not as 'a is· related to b by R. 

There is a. more complex form of qualificative cognition, viz. doubly. · 

qualificative cognition. For example, when we cognize a stick, being a stick is 

the qualifier ofthe stick which is the qualificand. But when we cognize the first 

order cogn~tion of the stick then the· first order cognition is ~he· qualificand of 

which the" stick is the qualifier and being the stick is the" qualifier of the 

qualifier. Thus this 1s an example of a doubly qualificative cognition 
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(vi$i$Jayaisi~JYa vagahi-jiiiinam). It may b~ represented symbolically as aR 

(bRc). This is well-formed because bRc is ·one. complex term and not a sentence. 

In determinate perception whic~ is defined here, there is no cognition of a 

~elation betWeen tWo objects. It is not a perception of an object under any- mode. 

It is_a direct acquaintance with an object. 

According· to· Nyaya, . however, perc.eptions, whether determinate or _ 

ii1determinate, do not involve any. ·names or. words. Gatigesa has. explained 

i~determinate percepti~n apparently i~ terms of three negative characterlsti~s ~ 

(i) there is ~o mtroduction. of names, universals etc., (ii) it is not a cognition. of 

any relation, (iii) and .it does not have any. mode. Now (ii) and (iii) are. almost 

equivalent, for if there . is no. relation cognized in a perception,' there cannot b~ 

any mode of the perception. Conversely, if there is no inod~ ~ognized in a 

perception, then it cannot be a perception of any relation. This is because the 

· Nyaya theory -i~ that- the cogtiitiml. of a relat~on is always the cognition of one 

·object as another, one object as a mode· ofthe other by the relation. 

Perceptions,. determinate or iii determinate, do not- mvolve any words i.e., 

when we perceive ~n. object we do. not cognize its' name, although m 
. . 

determi_nate per~eption we·_ know at . least ·one of its properties .. Hence to 

characterize mdetermmate·' ·perception as that in which we do not know names of · 

objects becomes inappropriate. As -~ matter of fact Rucidatta explains the term 
. . 

'nama-yojana~rahitam_' as 'va$i$.tyanavagahi'. That is, Rucidatt~ explains (i) as 

. the· same as (ii) . B~t. theri the question arises: why should Gatigesa gi~e- (i) ? ir 
(i) ~d (ii) are one and the same thing then giving two characteristics is really a 

. repetition o.f one characteristic. This opens one to the obj~ction of ·useless 

repetition. · 

________ it may appear from the text of Gangesa that Gatigesa did not accept the 

theory that in determinate perception words are not involved. If words are, as a 

rule, "involved_ in dete.rminate· perception then indeterminate perceptio11: cari be· 
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defined <;orrectly as that· which does not involve the use of words. But this 

reading of Garigesa is. not justified by what Gangesa has explicitly stated about · 

. determinate perception .. So, the commentators like Rucidatta have interpreted (i) . 

as meaning just the same as (ii). But Rucidatta does not explain· how the charge 

of usel~ss repetion can be answered:. The only solution s~ems to be regard (ii) 

merely as ail explication of (i) . 

. It may be argued· that there is ·no need to postulate . indeterminate 

perception 
. . 

Nanujnatvari1 savika[pakabhinnavrtti ztyatra kim manariJ. Na pratjak_sari1 
. . J... e. I.. 

as,iddlridi~eiJ, atindriyatviibhyupagamiicca. Naca vyavaharal] tasya savikalpaka.-

siidhy(l-tvat, NapU/ain na viviccitari1 piirvamadhuna vivechayamityanuabhava

prarniiQaka-viilocanavikalpau vahuvise$(1fJa -jfianabhyam tadupapattel]" Ibid, 

1/J. 

What evidence is there for holding that cognitionhood is ·located in· 

an~g other than determinate perception? It cannot be_ perceptio~ for 1t is.not 

estah.Iislied. Moreover, indeterminate perception is beyond the range of sense 
. . 

perception. It CannOt be use of words, for that come's about only by detemiinate . 

perception. · It also cannot be· argued that the ~vidence of. indeterminate and 

determinate per~eption is the intros~ective evidence that I did not dete?Tiine _it 

before; but I am now determining it. For this difference can be explained by 
' ·. . . . - . 

cognition and. non-cognition of many qualifiers. The opponent argued that there 
,. . " 

is· no reason to postulate the existence of any perception other than determinate 

perception. The e~idence, if any, for indeterminate perception can be of three 

kinds ~ internal perception or introspection inference based upon verbal usage .or 

-iiltr?spective evidence of different kinds of p~rception. The opponent argued 
. . 

that none of these· alleged grounds is adequate. We cannot prove the existence 

of indeterminate perception by introspection. For there is no such introspective 

evidence for the· existence of indetenninate perception. Jaydeva ·Mitra here 
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.. argues that it is not .a controversy over a fact. It is not a controversy over whether 

we do or do not h~~e introspective awareness of indeterminate. perception. 20 The · 

point is that, whether we have or·do.not have a particular type of cognition c~ . 
. be .settled,. in appropriate cases, by introspection .. According to Nyaya , a· 

co~ition reveals ~mly its obJect; but never itself or the subject. Thus, when I 

know a table~. this knowledge will be expressed as, 'this is a table', but never as 
. . . ' . . 

·'I ~o\V that It is a table'. For ih the knowledge of the table, it is the table, which 

is the object of ·knowledge," but nor· the knowledge· of the ·table, and not the 

subject. In order to know a primary knowledge about an _· object, a. secondary 

kllowledge (anuvyavasiiya) .which has the primary knowledge as its object is 

necessary. So if there is. any indeterminate perception, it can be -known directly 
. . .. 

only. in iri~ospection .. But. there can be no · such introspective awareness of 

indeterminatic perception. According to Nyiiya ·, indeterininate perception 

cannot be· an object· of· sensory· perception. IntrospeCtion is inner perception 
. . 

· depending yupon the function of the inner sense (miinas ·which is antahkdranw. 
. . . . . : . . . . . 

). This argument .proves that ~ere. c~nnot ·be any secondary" perception of . 

indetermfuate ·perception . in mtrospection. This is because . the· secondary . 
. ·. 

perception must· be a doubly qualificative cognition.. Yet indeterminate 

perceptioriis .not a ·qualificative cogriition at all, hence, its cognition cannot be a 

doubly qualificative cognition. 

·This argument proves that it i,s riot a controversy over a mere fact whether 
. ·. . . 

there is or there is not introspective perception, of an indeterminate perception .. 

The second argument is that indeterminate perception may be the cause of' 

· use of words, and hence from t4e use of words the existence of indeterminate . 

. . perc.eption may be inferred. The opponent now points. out that use .of words is 

possible only when one has determinate perception. 

This is. because of the Nyaya theory of how a word means an objeCt, A 

word can mean an object only under a mode. If a mode is n'ot cognized ·the 
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object cannot be meant by a word. Nyaya does not .accept the existence of what 

Russell. ~ails . 'logically proper. names' which refer to obj~cts under nb mode.· 

Indeterminate perception being a direct acquaintance with an objet without any 

. mode cannot be the cause of use ~f words." It is mily determinate percepti~n 
which is cognition ·of~· object Under a mode which can be a ·cause of use of .. 

words . 

. The opponent then considers. another kind of introspective evidence ior 
. hid~terminate perception. The argument is that sometimes we have introspective 

knowledge that did not kn~w the object under any m:ode but are riow knowing 1s 

under a mode. This shows that there is a primitive stage of perception where we 

. _can directly acquaint with the object without knowing its nanie or imy property. 
. . . 

·The opponent argues that it is not necessary to postulate this primitive. 

stage of perception in order to explain this introspective knowledge. For it is 

su.fficient to hold that at the prior. stage we did not .know the object with as many. 

properties as we do now." At the earlier stage, therefore, we know the object as 

possessing fewer properties ··than· what we know know~ There is an increase iti 

· · kriowledge about ·an object because there is a:n increase in the i:mmber of 

properti~s known. There is no stage of knowledge where we know an obje"ct ·. 

without any properties at all. The so-called indeterminate perception is really a 

less determinate perception. 

· Gang~sa's ~gument for qualificative cognition being caused by cognition of a 

·qualifier and its.criticism 

The Nyaya argument is : the (determinate) perception of the form '(the) 

cow' is caused by a (prior) cognition of the qualifier, the reason being that it is a 

· qu~lificative cognition like, for example, inference. This argument is not valid, 

for one qmilificative cognition-produced by th¢ totality ·of caus.es of the cognition 
. . 

of the qualifier and the. qualificand is about both objects having reciprocal 

expectancy. Among these, in perception, from the sense-organ co~tact with an 

object fit for perception, in inference on the strength of ·the presence of the 
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probans in the locus of inference ( cogni~ion) \lllder the mode of the limitor o~ 
. . 

peryademess, in verbal cognition by virtue of(semantic) fitness etc:, a qualifier 

. not. previously known gets ~anifested in the form of the limitor of being the 

referent of the word. So. also in analogy, a cognition· of a qualifier is· nowhere the 

· cause (of a qualificative cognition). Neither is informative cognition of that.:. ness · 

. in-recognition. Even when there is informative cognition ofthat-ness still when 

memory traces are. either not activated or are erased no recognition is produced. 
. . . . 

Hence, it is the activated memo~ trace which is, an ( epistemic j contact~ . 

auxiliary to the sense organs for the cognition of the qualifiers. So also hi the .· · 

case of visual cognition that the sandal wood is fragrant the · cognition of the 

qualifier ~ctions as the (epistemic) contact auxiliary to the sense organs; And 
. . . . 

ill\lsion is not a qualificative cognition at all. 

The Nyaya argument for indet~rminate perception is . presented in the 

form of an inference for .the sake . others which consists of five sentences as its 
0.. . 

·parts (~ava) thus : . . 

. (i) Proposition-: The (determinate) perception of the form '(the) cow' is 

produced by a ·cognition of the qualifier: (2) Reason :_ Because · this is a 
. . . . l . . 

qualificative · co~ition:· ·. (3) Pervasion· with e~ample: · Every q~alificative 

cognition is produced by a (prior) cognition of the qualifier, for example, 

inference, 

(The fourth and fifth members are not stated but c.an he suppiied very 

easily). 

(4) Application: The perception of the form '(the) fow' IS a 

qualificative cognition . 

. (5) (5) Conclusion : Hence, it is produced. by a cognition of the 

qualifier. 

The cognition of the qualifier cannot itself be a determinate perception 

whic~, in its turn, will need a cognition of its qualifier at:td so on ad infinitum. So 
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to stop this infinite regress the Nyaya philosophers hold that a determinate 

. perception which· a qualificative cognition is having a qualificand, ·a qualifier, 
. . . . 

and a relation. between them as its complex object can be produced only if there 

. is a prior cognition of the qualifier. The point is that iflperceive what a cow as a 

. cow ·11) objectively, Le:, as cowness poss~ssing, then the cognition· of cowness · 

.· . exists at .the moment preceding· the perception is necessary. I might have 

perceived what is objectively a cow not as.a cow but simply as an animal, or as a 
. . 

white object and so on. In Western philosophy perception is regarde~ . as 

· selective, because· the· object perceived· always · possesses almest an infinite 
.. · . . . . . . 

richness· of properties which cannot be perceived all at once. So every particular . 

act ofperception is selective in the sense that a particular property of the object 
. . . . . 

is perceived . The Nyaya theory is that this select~ on of the property perceived in 

the object·is not arbitrary. It is epistemologically determined by the cognition of . . . . . 

the particular property of the object ·is perceived. The Nyaya theory is that this 
. . 

selection of the property· perceived ·in the object is not arbitrary. lt is 

epistemologically determined· by the cognition of the particular property which 
. . . . . . . . 

happens to be present in. the self when one perceives the object. But ·how is the 

cognition of the particular property to be explained ? The property must itself be 

. p.er~eptlble ·object; the object is perceived throughthe property, but the property 

itself is perceived not again through a property, but directly. This perception 
. . 

which precedes the perception of the object through .a mode, i.e., through a 

qualifier, is D:ot a . perception t11!ough a mode , i.e.~ it' is an indeterminate 

p~rception. This is the Nyaya · argument for indeterminate perception. 
. ~ \ 

The opponent, 'however, challenges this argument by not merely denying 

the pervation at (3) which will be, some qilalificative cognition is not caused by 

a prior cognition of the qualifier, but by a stronger assertion that no qualificative 

cognition· is caused in that way. This ·stronger assertion the opponent proves. by 

examining different types of qualificative cognition. He examines perception, 

inference, verbal knowledge, analogy, recognition and the visual· perception that 
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a piece of sandal wood is fragrant. W~ shall presently explain the opponent's 

argument case by case. · 

But· he. proves also a ge11eral theory that no qualificative cognition . is 

produced by a cognition of the qualifi~r. His general argument is as follows: 

A qualificative cognition is really a cognition of the qualifier and . the 
. . . . 

qualificand w~thout a cognition . of a relation· between them. A· qualificative· 

. cognition is one cognition about two _objects. Both the objects, namely, the 
. . . . 

qualificand and the qualifier are perceived. There are causes which produce the 
. . . . . . . . 

. cognition of the qualifier and the qualificaild. When the totality. of these causes · 
. . 

is present one ought to have two cognitions of the qualifier and the qualificand~ 

But · because there is mutual expectancy between the qualifier and the 

qualificand; there is only one qualificative cognition resulting from the totality 

·of causes. 

· Jayadeva Misra -in hisAloka explains that if a qualificative cognition was . . . . . 

about a reiation {between the qualifier and the qualificand) when the qualifier 

by being a term ·of the ~elation of the qualificative cogriition has t~ be cognized 

·prior to the qualificative cognition.21. For it is not possible to know a relation 
. . . . . . . . . 

without knowing its terms. Hence, ·th~ oppofl:ent denies the cognition of a 

·relation in a qualificative cognition, by using the concept or"expectancy. 

Rucidatta in his Praka~a explains the concept of expectancy thus. Two 

· objects have expectancy in th~ sense that there is· absence of cognition of their. 
. . . . 

non:. relatedness.. If there are . two objects ·but we do not cognize their 

unrelatednes~, then-~e shall ha~~ one c~gnition of one object qualifled by the· 

other.» He gi~es a second interpretation of. expectancy which some other 

philosophers propose.· Two . objects . have expectancy if and only if ·they are. 

·. related as as limitor and limited. ".The point is thai in the Nyaya interpretation 

of a qualificative cognition, where there is a.cognition of a relation, the qualifier 

· and the · qualificand of the qualificative cognition are correlatives; i.e., the 
. . 

property of being_ the qualifier determines the property· of being. the qualificand 
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. and vice-versa,. they are not the limitor and the limited of each other. The 

opponent's position ·is that two objects having expectancy are cognized in one · 
. . 

qualifjcative cognition by being objects of one cognition without any relation 

between them being. cognized .. They ·are yet objects of ·one cognition. The . 

problem_ "is to explain the unity of the cognition of"two·· objects having 

expectancy. The problem. is solved by postulating that of the two objects being 

cognized in one cognition, one becoines the limitor and the other the limited by 

the limitor. So; . the opponent explains a ·qualificative cognition · without 

postulation a prior indet~rminate cognition of the qualifier. ~e11 we have 

cognition of a cow as _cowness-possessing, there is really one cognition of two 

· unconnected objects, namely, the cow and cowness. But because cow and 

cowness have expectancy there ts one cognition of the cow as cowness

possessing . 

. Now the opponent proves his cmiclusion that in no case a qualificative 

cogriition. is caused by a· prior· cognition of the qualifier by examining different 

c~ses of determinate perception. He first explains how a determinate perception 

can be explained· without postulating a prior cognition of the qualifier as a cause 

· .. When we. perceive a· cow as cowness-possessing, the cowness is as much 

.perc~ptl.ble as the cow. As there i~ ail epistemic relation betWeen the visual sense 

· organ and the cowness it becomes· perceived when we perceive a cow m 

determin~te perception. 

In inference for onself the conclusion· is always a qualificative cognition. 

For example, when we infet.the hill, as fire-possessing, fire is.th~ qualifier and . . 

the hill is .the qualificand of the qualificative cognition. This inference for 
. . ~ . . 

oneself requires two cognitions as its causes : 

(a) First we ha~e to cognize with certainty that smoke is pervade.d by. 

fire (i.e. wherever theire is smoke there is· fire).· 

· . (b) Then we have to perceive the hill as_ smoke-possessing (i.e., the 

hill has smoke on it). 
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(c) By combining these two· cognitions we get a doubly qualificative 

cognition· of the form - t}le hill possesses smoke pen!aded by fire. 

This is a doubly qualificative cognition because the hill is qualified 

by smoke which is qualified.by pervasion by fire. To cognize. a 

pe~asion which. is a relation'between a peivader and a pervaded, it 

is necessary to cognize both under certain modes. The inode under 

which the pervadei is cognized is called · 'the limitor of being the 
. . . . 

· pervader' and ·the m.ode under which the pervaded is cognized is 

c.aJled the limitor of being pervaded'. · In ·the apove example, 

fireness is the limitor of the pervadeness and smokeness is the 

limitor of the pervadedness. This ·is because the pervasion is a 

relation between smok~ as smoke. and fire as fire. In (b) we have 

to cognize the presence of. the . pervaded in · the locus of the 

inference which is the hili in this example. Now it is argued by 

·.Nyaya philosophers that we can conclude that .the hill is fire

_possessing only when ~e cognize fireness .. ~ <?r to cognize fire as 

. fire we have to cognize fire as the locus of firene~s. But fireness is 

. to be. cognized under no mode at all,· i_.e., in indeterminate 

perception. Thus to mfer . the . conclusion, one . has to cognize the 

limitor of the pervaderiess in indeterminate perception. 

The opponent, however, challenges .this explanation ·and· offers another 
. . 

. which avoids indete~inate perception of the q11alifier. His explanation is that in 

the conclusion we cognize fire under the mode. of fireness which is the limitor of 

the pe~adeness on the ~trength of the presence of the pervaded in the locus of 

the inference. The point is that there is no need to postulate an indeterminate • 

p~rception, for· when . we cognize the. pervasion as a relation between the 

pervader · and the pervaded we have to cognize th_em under their modes.; so·· the 
. . 

perv'ader is cognized as that which is qualified by the limitor of pervademess. So 
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fireness. is cognized .as the qualifier of . fire on the basis of the presence of 

smoke in the hill . 

. In cognizing tll.e meaning of a word, the object has to be cogriized urider a 

mode· which is the liinitor_ of being me~t by the word. The Nyaya argtimen~ . is 
• • • • • # 

that ~e can cognize the meariing of word· 'cow' only ~s that which is qualified · 

by cowness. Anyone who do.es hot have a prior cognition of cowness cannot 

. cognize the meaning of the word 'cow'. It may be argued that cowrtess can be 

.cognized only ·in a prior indeterminate. perception. The opponent rejects this· 

arguffient by pointing out a novel qualifier previously not cognized becomes. 

·cognized as the limitor of being meant by a word because of semantic fitness 
. . 

etc. It ·is the word which by its semantic power reveals new qualifiers not 
. . . 

. previously cognized at the time-one c'ognizes th~ meaning of a word. A word. 

can mean an object oniy tinder a triode; so the mode is part of the meaning.of 
. . . . 

word.·The object is what is meant; the mode is.the limitor ofmeantness residing 

. in what is meant by the word. . 
. . 

· · So also in analogy, cognition of the qualifier is not a cause of a qual?ified 

cognition. For analogy is the cognition of the meaning of a word on the basis of 

perceived similarity. It has be~n already shown that in the case of cognition of 

word meaning, a prior cognition of the qualifier is not necessary. 

In. recognition also the case is the same. In recognition of the form 'this 

is that Devadatta' the cognition of th~tness is presupposed. For 'that' means 

·ne~adatta as perc~ived earli~r. So.it might appe~ that the cognition.ofthatness 

.. is presupposed in ~ecognition. The opponent, however, points out :that past 

cognition of thatness cannot be a cause, for the past cognition cannot continue as 

a cognition, but is present in the self in the form of an impression (sarhskara) of 

the past cognition.· If. this memory iin.pression is not recalled or is erased, then 

there is no recognition. This proves that it is the activated impression which is an 

auxiliary factor functioning with the sense organ as the epistemic relation 

between the sense organ and the qualifier in order to produce the cognition of the 
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qual~fier. As the .. cogni.tion of the qualifier is thus perceptual in. nature, this 

cognition cannot be presupposed as its cause .. This cogri.ition is determinate 

perception and not indeterminate .. 

According . to ·;Nyaya, we: h~ve visual. perception of a piece of. sandal. 

~ood as fragrant this is ·a speciai type of perc.eption (alaukika). For it a prior . 
. :' . 

. knowle<;lge of fragrance is .riecessary which can only be obtained by olfac~ory 

perception. A person who did not have· this. prior olfactory perception .could not 

. have p·erceived visually"~ piece of sandal wood as fragrant. The opponent points . . . 

out" that . even . in this case. there is .. no need to . postulate any indeterminate. 

perception, for the cognition of fragrance acts merely as epistemic relation and is 

an auxiliary factor in the functioning of the visual sense organ. 

Nyaya admits illusorY.. perception · and· explains it in terms of a prior: · 

indeterminate perception. Th~. opponent who is a Mimamsaka does not admit 

. any illus~ry perception a( all. According to him, the. so-call~d illusory perception 

· . : is not· one. qualificative cognition but is really a couple of cognitions of different 

. cypes ·not distinghished by the knower. 

"Ucayate.· Sadhyaprasiddhi-padarthop~thiti- vacyatvajfiana-tattvanubhavanam 

.anumityadihetuvam. . . Sadhyaprasiddhyadikam · vina . anumityaderasambhavat. 

Sadhyadikam 9a vi~~anriti tajmnanuniityadihetuh. Y adyapi anumityadipratye}(am 

pr~ti · sadhyadi-vi{e~al)ajiifulatvena na karal)ata. Tathapi viii~!a-jiifulamatramprat~ 

vise$anajfianatvena karal)ata, vadhakabhavat". Tattvacintamal)i, Pratyaksapariccheda, . " . ' ·,· . . ,. ~ . 

2/J]; 

It is said (by me in reply). It may be said that the cognition of the 

. probandum (prior to its cognition in the· conclusion), memory of what is meant 

by a word, cogJ?.ition of significance, informative cognition of thatness are 

causes of the inferential conclusion etc, Without a prior cognition of the 

probandum, etc. no inferen~ial conclusion etc. is possible. The probandum etc., is 

the· qualifier, and its cognition is a cause of the inferential cognition etc. 
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Although the caus~ of every particular inference . is not the cognition of the 
. . . . . . 

· prob~mdum etc. as qualifle!, yet as a merely qualificatlve c.ogriition an inferei?-ce , 

etc~ is caused by-a cognition of the qualifier, for there is no inconsistency here~ 
. . 

. The oppon~nt· has .. argue.~ that in an inferential conclusion, ~ay, of the . 

. forin (the) hill(is) fire~possessing, where fire is the probandum and is also the 
. . . . 

qua~ifier of the locus ()f the inference, (the) hill; fireness is cognized for the first 

tizrie. in the' conclusio~ on _the strength of ~e _presence of the ta'bbans {s~oke) in . 

tlie locu·s (hill), ~s !}le liinitor of the pervadeness. But Gangesa points out that 

. the· probandum has to be cognized prior to its cognition in the conclusion. If we 

use the language of Western syllogism to explain Gangesa's point, the 

probandum, which very roughly corresponds to the object meant by the major 

term, must be known in- the ·major. premise, prior to being known in. the 

conclusion. Without the . major· term in the major premise being known. the 

· conclusion cannot be draWn: 

. Now the probandum, fire,. is the qualifier in the conclusion- (the) hill (is) 

frre..:possessing, and hence it has to be cogn:lzed before the conclusion can· be .. 

cognized and fire can be cognize~ only when fireness is cognized. . . 

Rucidatta here points out that the prior cognition. of the probandum as . 

cognitio~ of the probandum is not the cause of the conclusion. For the cognition 

(frrril belief) of pervasion as the cognition of pervasion is the cuase of the 

.. conclusion which follows from it and it is not delayed because cognition of the 

probandu~ as cognition of the_ prob~mqum is delayed. Fo~ the cause .of the 
. \ . ,· 

conclusion. is the cognition of pervasion as cognition of pervasion, not as 

cognition of the probandum.22 
. 

. . Jayadeva Misra states this objection a bit differently. The prior cognition 

of the probandum· is not a cause of the conclusion, but th¢ cognition of 

pervasion is the: cause~ Now if it is artued that cognition of pervasion which is a 

. relation of invariable concomitance between the probans and the probandum is . 

not possible . without cognizing the probandum, then the cognition of the 
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probandum becomes a cause of the cognition of pervasion which is a cause of . 

the mferential cognition. But then ·the cognition of the probandum becomes a 

· cause -of the cognition of pervasiuon which is· a cause of the inferential cognition. 

But then the cognition of t11e probandum .becomes a cause of a cause of the 

' ·conclusion, and, hence, is not·a cause of the condusion.23 

. . . 

Jayadeva Misra replies to this objection by ~tating that it is the ·cognition 

· of. perV'asion which is the prior cogniti~~ of · pervasion which is the prior 

• . cognition of. the probandum. Is not debarred from being a cause of . tlie 

. conclusion. 24 

Gangesa replies to the opponent by examining ·the different cases of 

qualificative cognition which the opponent discussed. Inference was the first· 

example dis9ussed by the · opponent. Hence. Gruigesa first of all refutes this 

objection .. After this Gangesa refutes the objection of the opponent by 

.. examining verbal cognition, analogy, recognition in the order in which the 

opponent discussed. them .. 
. . 

The opponent has argued that verbal ·cognition, where ·an object · is . 
. . 

~ways cognized under a _mode, does not require the prior cognition ofthe mode 

(qualifier). He h_as argued that by semantic fitness,the qualifier as limitor of 

being meant by a word, even~ novel property, is cognized. Now Gangesa points 

. out that cognizing the meaning of a word is impossible without the memory of 

the object meant by th~ wo~d. In this. memory it is the m~de or the qualifier 

which is present as the .cognized· object. For example, th~ meaning of the word 
,. . ' . 

'cow' is whatever possesses cowness. To cognize the meaning of the word 

'cow' one has to remember .cowness. Hence, in verbal cognition, the cognition 
. . . . . . . 

.. of the qualifier must. be present antecedently and hence this cognition of the 

qualifi~r really functions as a cause ofthe"verbal cognition. 

About analogy by ·which we cognize the meaning of a word on the basis 

of a perceived similarity betwe~n~ known and an unknown object. Gangesa 

points out that a prior cognition of being meant by the word id necessary. 
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. In the case of rec~gtJ.ition of the form 'this is that Devadatta' it is the 

prior perception of.thatness. which is a cause of the recognition. 

Now the question arises if the cogtJ.ition _of the probandum is a cause of . 

the conclusion which is ~ qualificati~e cogtJ.ition, then how is the theory .th~t the . . . 

cognition of the quaslifier is a cause of qualificative cognition proved ? The 
- . . . . . 

answer to this question is that the cogtJ.ition of a ·conclusion is one type of 

fun~tions as : the . cognition. ·of the qualifi~r .in . producing this qualificative 

COgtJ.ition: The point is that if a specific cause. of a Specific effect· is established, 

then a general causal connection is also established~ ifthere is no difficulty. This 

. may be explained as follows. 

Whenever .we want to establish a general causal law, we have. to consider 

only speciai, particular, instances.· For example,· if we want to establish the . 

general causal connection b_e~een. fuel and fire, we cannot get any fue}d' in 

· general and. frre in generat' we can have only. particular ~stances of fuel like· 

. drled grass, 'pieces of wood etc. And'there is.alsono general diied. grass, too.·m 

one particular instance, · we · can get · only one particular bundle of grass · 

particulars~. Thfis being the case,. it will be impossible to· establish a ge11eral . 

causal connection if we are. Iiot ali owed to igtJ.ore the partiCularities ofparticular 

instances. It is, of course, not possible to igtJ.ore the particularities in ail . cases. 

For example, if an individual, Rama, is intelligent, because he drinks cow's 

. milk, it will not do to establi~h a· genera] causal connection between drinking 

cow's milk ahd being intel.ligent. For other factors like heredity, environme_nt · 

etc., of the individual may be causally relevant. 

In this case of qualificative cognition, if we are not allowed to ignore the 

particularities and find out the common general feature, then there will be no 

ca~se of qualificative· cognition in general. So qualificative cognition will arise 
. . 

from no cause at all, although a.ll ·particular instances of qualificative cognition 

like inference, verbal testimony etc., will have special causes like cognition of 

the probandum etc. . 
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Then a new important problem_ arises. A qti;alificCJ.tive cognition is the 

cognition of a_r.elation. between two cognized· objects, the qualificand and the 
.. .. 

qualifier. But to cognize a :relation, it inay be contended, it is necessary to . 

. c~gnize both. the terms. Gaiiges~_~s ar~ment here _is . that_ a determinate 

perception. which is ·a quaJificative ·cognition is produc~d by the cognition· of 
. . . . . . . . 

only the qualifier. ·It may be argued that this cognition is· necessary but not 

. sufficient, for to cognize· a relation· it is necessary to cogniz~ b~th the terms, the _ 
.. . . .. ·. . . . .. . / . 

_ qualifica:nd. ·and· also the qualifier. It is interesting to note that Visvanatha in his 

·_ Bhasapariccheda _asserts that "in :indetetnJ.inate perception both-the qualificand 
. . . . . . . . . . . 

and the qualaifier are cognized, .although as unrelated. 

_Aloka, however, .refutes this theory, Jayedeva Misia says that it might b~ 
. . 

. argut~d that as- a relation is determined by both its "terms, a cognition of a relation 

~_a ·qualificative cognition must require the cognit~on of the qualificand just as 

much as of the qualifier. The. answer is that .although a relation· is between tWo 
. . . . 

terins,. still-it is the second tenn (pratiyogin) which determines the relation arid. 

not the first term (a~uyogm). This is eriough to explain the meaning of-relation 
. . 

words. This becomes clear when we consider such a term as 'colour-possessing' . 

(coloured), ·which ·produces ·the cognition of inherence of colour, not of 

inherence of· things which- have the colour. If things are the second_ tenns 

(pratiyog{ns) of inherence, then there would be at times a cognition of thing-. 

possessing colour. This however, never happens; we always cognize .colour- · --

. possessing things~ 

But, then, a question anses -about contact as a relation. A cognition of 

contact requires a cognition of both its terms. The solution is that in perceiving 

two things related· by contact it is the cognition of the second-term of the_ 

· re~ation which must occur prior to the cognition of t~e relation~ The· first term of 

the relation is cognized at the_ time of perception when it is epistemically related 

with the sense-organ. This is because contact like two-ness is vyasajvavrtti 

which belongs to both, but riot each. So in the cognition of such qualities· it is· . . . 
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necessary to cogmze both the terms. However, two-ness is not . a relation. 

Ruddat±a, . too, in . his Prakas'a, states the solution, but attributes it to . "some 

Nyaya philosopher~'~. 
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